
STATION PROMOTIONS 



Campaign Overview 
Our station partner in Portland ran a Sam Smith Seattle Giveaway during the month of 
January. The campaign leveraged our secret word technology, prompting users to tune in 
during designated times to learn what the keyword of the hour was. The more users 
entered the proper keywords, the more chances they had to win. The station supported 
the campaign with pre-recorded messages, DJ mentions, a TV spot,  two e-blasts and 
Twitter and Facebook messaging. 

Insights 
• Interest in the campaign was high as seen through the 

engagement rate of 125%- users went back to the 
contest multiple times 

• Supporting the campaign with messaging on all station 
platforms (social, web, email, on–air, etc.) increases 
engagement and awareness 

Case Study: Station Promotion (Secret Keyword) 



Case Study: Station Promotion (Secret Keyword) 
Campaign Overview 
To help support and promote their coverage of the Super Bowl, four of our Portland 
station partners ran a Big Game Giveaway during the month of January. Using our secret 
word technology, the stations were able to create a campaign that encouraged listeners 
to tune into the broadcast at various times throughout the day. The DJ’s promoted the 
campaign every day and via social media. The campaign produced incredible 
engagement rates around a popular and relevant topic.  

Insights 
• Interactive radio campaigns increase station app 

activity by 25%  
• App downloads increased by 120% with over the air 

support 
• Integrating interactive radio into your stations daily, 

weekly and monthly programming initiatives increases 
   



Campaign Overview 
To support the launch of their updated portal app, one of our broadcast group partners 
ran a $5,000 giveaway across their 50+ stations. The campaign ran for four weeks, and 
showed a consistent increase in impressions, opens and engagements week over week. 
The campaign was promoted across all stations via on-air mentions, social media, 
YouTube videos, email blasts and prominent home page placement on station websites. 
App downloads increased 300% during the campaign. 

Insights 
• When running a long term campaign, it’s important to 

promote it across all fronts (on air, social, etc.) to keep 
engagement and interest high 

• Generating campaigns where the sole entry point is 
through a station app is a great way to generate 
downloads 

Case Study: Cluster Promotion (Scratch Off) 



Case Study: Artist Support of Station 
Campaign Overview 
Clip Interactive partnered with Miranda Lambert and a local Portland country station to give 
away a Miranda Lambert Event Package which included: one parking pass, two VIP passes 
to an Austin Webb Meet & Greet BBQ and two “Sweet spot” passes to Miranda Lambert’s 
show the first day of the festival. During the 2.5 week campaign, Miranda posted twice about 
the contest on Facebook, once at the beginning of the campaign and then again near the 
end, providing links to the app stores and tagging the country stations Facebook page.  

Insights 
• Social media support from artists can result in high app 

downloads and conversion rates- 60% in this case 
• Compelling offers and rich creative results in a positive 

user experience and repeat engagement 



Case Study: Station Promotion (Tap to Enter Contest) 
Campaign Overview 
Clip Interactive partnered with five Portland radio stations to run a “Black Friday Shopping 
Spree” campaign. The campaign featured weekly $100 gift cards, as well as a $1,000 
grand prize. The structure of the campaign allowed users to enter everyday to increase 
their chances of winning. The campaign produced considerable repeat activity and drove 
very high engagement rates. 

Insights 
• Weekly engaged users increased 150% 
• Total app installs increased 38% 
• Stations can easily train their listeners to take action 

with on air support and calls to action 



Case Study: Station Promotion (Scratch Off) 
Campaign Overview 
To support the launch of a station cluster’s updated apps, Clip Interactive worked with the 
promotions team to create a three week Scratch & Win promotion. The Summer of Cash 
$50k Giveaway, which allowed users to enter only once during the campaign, leveraged 
heavy on-air support as well as social and digital postings. This promotion proved that 
significant mobile app download growth is attainable with a 360-degree support strategy. 

Insights 
• A 360-degree marketing plan can maximize station 

reach to current and new users 
• The Scratch & Win feature provides use cases for 

stations and advertisers 



Case Study: Station Promotion (Scratch Off) 

Campaign Overview 
To promote their app, one of our San Diego partners ran a geo-locked scratch & win 
promotion at their annual Holiday event. They pre-promoted the event in the app and on 
air. At the event they encouraged event-goers to download the app and unlock the event 
promotion allowing them to sit on stage during the event headliners performance.  

Insights 
• Offering exclusive products or promotions to event 

goers increases engagement 
• Promotion before and during the event will increase 

app awareness, downloads and active users 
• Interactive promotions like the scratch-off provides 

fun and new ways for users to engage with your 
station 
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